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Content Rules: How to Create Killer Blogs, Podcasts, Videos, Ebooks, Webinars (and More) That Engage Customers and Ignite Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Blogs, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and other publishing platforms are giving everyone a "voice," including organizations and their customers. So how do you create the bold stories, videos, and blog posts that cultivate fans, arouse passion for your products or services, and ignite your business?


	Content Rules...
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Idea Agent: Leadership that Liberates Creativity and Accelerates InnovationAMACOM, 2012

	There is perhaps no leadership challenge more daunting than managing creativity-and more urgent than delivering breakthrough innovation. How do you harness some of the most passionate, intelligent people in your organization without stifling them? How do you simultaneously unleash their energy and channel it into something tangible? Lina...
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Silverlight and ASP.NET RevealedApress, 2007
Microsoft Silverlight allows you to create rich multimedia interfaces with the power and flexibility of Flash, but with the extensibility and the great tools that .NET offers. With Silverlight and ASP.NET Revealed, you’ll learn to use Microsoft’s Silverlight technology in conjunction with ASP.NET and Visual Studio 2008 (codename Orcas)....
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The Agile Culture: Leading through Trust and OwnershipAddison Wesley, 2014

	Build Agile Cultures That Unleash Passion, Innovation, and Performance


	 


	What do you want? Delighted customers. How do you get them? By rapidly delivering innovative, exciting products and services your customers will love to use. How do you do this?...
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D3.js By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to use the facilities provided by D3.js to create data-driven visualizations
	
		Explore the concepts of D3.js through examples that enable you to quickly create visualizations including charts, network diagrams, and maps
	
		Get practical examples of visualizations using...
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Pro WPF in C# 2008: Windows Presentation Foundation with .NET 3.5, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Microsoft Windows Presentation Foundation provides the foundation for building applications and high–quality user experiences in Windows Vista. WPF blends application user interface, documents, and media content to provide richer control, design, and development of the visual aspects of Windows programs.
 Author Matthew...
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Wikipedia Revolution, The: How a Bunch of Nobodies Created the World's Greatest EncyclopediaHyperion, 2009
"Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free access to the sum of all human knowledge. That's what we're doing."

--Jimmy Wales

With more than 2,000,000 individual articles on everything from Aa! (a Japanese pop group) to Zzyzx, California, written by an army of volunteer...
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BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2008
Think only master chefs can create the savory, succulent barbecue masterpieces you love to eat? Nonsense! BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies shows you everything you need to dig in, get your apron dirty, and start stirring up scrumptious sauces, magical marinades, and rubs to remember.
    Featuring 100 bold new recipes,...
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Best Practices in Leadership Development and Organization ChangePfeiffer, 2004
The purpose of this best practices handbook is to provide you with all of the
most current and necessary elements and practical “how-to” advice on how
to implement a best practice change or leadership development initiative
within your organization. The handbook was created to provide you a current
twenty-first...
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Tocqueville: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	No one has ever described American democracy with more accurate insight or more profoundly than Alexis de Tocqueville. After meeting with Americans on extensive travels in the United States, and intense study of documents and authorities, he authored the landmark Democracy in America, publishing its two volumes in 1835 and 1840. Ever...
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Web Content Management Development: Building Publishing Sites with Office SharePoint Server 2007Wrox Press, 2008
Professional SharePoint 2007 Web Content Management Development
    By allowing multiple users to create and update web pages without the use of HTML or specialized editing software, SharePoint Server 2007 Web Content Managament (WCM) is a fascinating system that organizes web content and design edits from each one of the...
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Code Craft: The Practice of Writing Excellent CodeNo Starch Press, 2006
Many programmers know how to write correct code - code that works. But not all know how to craft great code - code that is well written and easy to understand. Code Craft teaches programmers how to move beyond writing correct code to writing great code. The book covers code writing concerns, including code presentation style, variable...
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